AGU Fall Meeting 2019 – Live Webcast & Video Permission Agreement

I have been informed that the American Geophysical Union (AGU), whether through an employee or third-party contractor, is capturing footage of the AGU Fall Meeting 2019 in San Francisco, CA on 9-13 December 2019. I understand if my abstract should be accepted into the AGU GO program, that my name, likeness, image, voice, appearance, presentation and/or performance (“My Presentation”) will be recorded and part of the recording in which I appear (“Video.”)

By signing this release form, I grant to AGU, its subsidiaries and licensees (“AGU”), the right to use, publish, and reproduce My Presentation should my abstract be accepted into the AGU GO program as contained in the Video, whether in whole or in part, for all purposes in any and all media, whether known or later developed (the “Permission.”)

While I acknowledge and agree that only if I am accepted into the AGU GO program, AGU shall be the owner of all right, title and interest (including the copyrights) in and to the Video recording itself, it is understood and acknowledged that I shall retain all of my rights in and to My Presentation (including any and all underlying research and/or data), including copyright ownership, and that this release form does not prohibit me from using My Presentation in any way or from allowing others to use it.

As AGU will be the owner of the rights in the Video itself, I acknowledge and agree that AGU retains the full rights to give, transfer, and exhibit the Video containing My Presentation, in whole or in part, as it sees fit, including but not by way of limitation, posting to the AGU website for live viewing and/or archiving or posting to other websites. I waive any right to inspect or approve the Video or any other use of My Presentation granted in this Permission. This permission shall only be applicable should my abstract be accepted and scheduled into the AGU GO program.

This Permission extends to all languages, media, formats and markets known or later devised. This Permission shall continue forever.

My Presentation will not contain materials that violate the rights of any third party and will not contain materials that are obscene or disparage or defame others.

I release AGU from any and all claims arising out of or in any way connected to the uses granted by this Permission. I agree not to assert any claims against AGU, whether now or in the future.

* Applicable to Government Employees Only: I am a government employee and agree with the terms above, except as they apply to the copyright release as the Presentation was created as part of my official duties with the United States Government. As such, the copyright release will be governed by 17 U.S.C. § 105 stating that copyright protection is not available in the United States for any work of the United States Government and as such, is in the public domain subject to federal regulations.
*Applicable to Non-U.S. Government Employees Only: I am a government employee and agree with the terms above, except as they apply to copyright release, which will be governed by my country’s laws and regulations as they apply to copyright ownership by the government. If copyright permission is required by my government or government office, I agree to facilitate internal approvals and provide AGU with appropriate permissions signed by the appropriate official(s).

By selecting the “Accept” option in the abstract submission system, you have agreed to this waiver and have given your permission to the above statements should your abstract be accepted and scheduled into the AGU GO program; doing so will have no effect on whether or not your abstract is accepted for the AGU Fall Meeting 2019.

By selecting the “Decline” option, you have declined this waiver and have not given your permission to the above statements; doing so will have no effect on whether or not your abstract is accepted for the AGU Fall Meeting 2019.